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Today, the Rapid nameplate is used for three separate small family cars : a 5-door liftback and a
hatchback originating from Europe , a 4-door sedan from China based on the same platform,
and India's version of a smaller sedan Rapid based on the PQ25 platform. The liftback in its
production form was first shown to the public in September , when it was officially shown at the
Paris Motor Show. The hatchback marketed as the Rapid Spaceback premiered at the Frankfurt
Motor Show in , with production starting subsequently. Despite increasing interior space while
reducing outer dimensions, the boot shrunk only by 35 litres L vs L. The Rapid line-up features
three petrol engines and one diesel with various power outputs, all compliant to Euro 5
standards. Several of the petrol units have also been Euro 6 compliant since All engines are
four cylinder, except the base 1. All models sold within the Europe are equipped with ESC and
six airbags front and side for driver and passenger, curtain airbags. Rapid was facelifted in It
received modified front fascia and new headlights, which can be equipped with bi-xenon
headlamps with LED lights. The assistance systems were added and in cabin was slightly
modified the dashboard. The basic motor instead of 1. The liftback Rapid was facelifted for the
second time in late for Russian and CIS markets , bringing significant styling and equipment
updates. At the rear, it featured the L-shaped LED taillights. The interior overhaul featured a
very similar layout with the Scala and gaining several new features, which include a digital
instrument panel, the latest infotainment system featuring a 6. Volkswagen has given the
Russian market Polo a Jetta-like front fascia with its front bumper and hood panel borrowed
from Jetta VA3 , and a unique rear fascia to differentiate it from the Rapid. The original Rapid
liftback was followed by a hatchback called Rapid Spaceback Typ NH1 in September both
exhibition premiere and market launch. With launch of the Spaceback, the European Rapid
models were given optional low power dipped beam xenon headlights. Due to the high intensity
of xenon lamps, by law, if xenon headlights are fitted, headlight washers and dynamic headlight
range adjustment must also be used. Both measures are aimed at maintaining the light beam at
a constant volume and angle relative to the road surface in order to avoid dazzling other road
users. The luminous flux of xenon headlights in the Rapid models is 2, lumens , so there is no
need to install a headlight washer system or dynamic range adjustment. The Rapid Spaceback
comes with a lockable fuel cap included in the central locking system. This means there is no
need to unlock the fuel cap with car keys, the ice scraper is protected from theft, and can be
removed only after the car has been unlocked. This change was announced to arrive to the
Rapid liftback, too. List of features of the Rapid Spaceback includes an optional false boot floor
added. The false floor reduces the height difference between the loading sill and the boot floor
and eliminates the step created when the rear seat backs are folded down. In China the Rapid
shares body panels and other principal elements with the Chinese Volkswagen Santana , while
still featuring identical front fascias with the European liftback. The Indian manufactured Rapid ,
launched in , is based on Volkswagen Vento Polo sedan which is a completely different model.
Despite the European version, both Chinese and Indian models are classic 4-door 3-box sedans.
For both the 5-door Spaceback hatchback and 4-door regular sedan, the facelifted Rapid for the
Chinese market features new headlights and taillights inspired by the European Scala, an
updated grille and refreshed bumpers. The updated interior of the Rapid gains a new 8-inch
infotainment system that offers over-the-air updates, and supports both Android Auto and
Apple smartphone connectivity. Both the refreshed Rapid and Rapid Spaceback in China are
powered by a 1. Mated to either a five-speed manual gearbox or a six-speed automatic gearbox,
the powertrain already complies with the updated China VI b emissions standard that came into
effect since July The Rapid for Russia and CIS markets which are a heavily revised exterior and
interior version of the model will be manufactured by Volkswagen Group Rus in the Kaluga
factory alongside the Polo lift-back which is a Skoda Rapid with Volkswagen exterior and
interior design cues. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about Rapid model
produced since Motor vehicle. Retrieved 16 March Retrieved Retrieved 23 August What Car?.
Retrieved 18 March Retrieved 7 July Retrieved 8 June Retrieved 16 November A marque of the
Volkswagen Group. Volkswagen passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I.
Roomzz I. Space Vizzion I. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Volkswagen Polo â€”present, Russia [1]. Small family car. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive. City car. Fabia I. Fabia II. Fabia III. Octavia I. Octavia II. Octavia III. Octavia IV.
Large family car. Superb I. Superb II. Superb III. Subcompact CUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV.
Based on a non-VW Group based platform. Dealer prices and fees may vary. Pick-up at any
Giant retailer in about 7 business days. The product you have selected is currently out of stock
in our warehouse but there may be a store in your area that has the product in stock. Please
contact your local store for availability. We recommend contacting the Select Retailer before
submitting your order to ensure availability. Want to pick up the bike in business days? Notify

me when available at any Giant retailer. This bicycle is not permitted to be shipped directly to
you, however it can be purchased online and picked up at a local Retailer. We can also tell you if
it's been delivered recently to a local Retailer once we are sold out. You have added Rapid 1 to
your cart. Why pick up in store? Competent bicycle retailers make the difference in creating a
cyclist for life. Our family of retailers is ready to communicate our mutual commitment to the
cycling lifestyle and its lifelong health benefits. Service is dependent on participating retailers.
Please check for participating retailers at check out, or contact your local retailer before
submitting an order. All bicycles are fulfilled fully assembled through an Authorized Retailer.
We do not allow our bicycles to be shipped directly to a consumer. Click Here to learn more
about our Home Delivery service. Bring your order, with proof of purchase, to the local
Authorized Giant retailer who assembled your bike. Bicycles ordered online will be fulfilled fully
assembled through Authorized Giant Retailer. Orders may be available for pick up the same day
as order submission or may take up to 10 business days to arrive; bikes shipped to your local
retailer will need extra time to be assembled. The price for your bike includes professional
assembly by an Authorized Giant Retailer. If you are looking to really dial in your ride position,
many retailers offer more thorough bike fitting systems Giant Right Ride, etc. All specifications
and prices listed are subject to change without notice. Add to Cart. Notify me when available.
Find store. In store now Available for pick-up in business days. Cancel Send. Continue
shopping Proceed to checkout. Please try again. Continue shopping. Thank you for supporting
a local business. Skip to compare section. Free Returns Within 14 Days. Free Returns Bicycles
must be returned to your Giant retailer: Bring your order, with proof of purchase, to the local
Authorized Giant retailer who assembled your bike. To make a return for a refund, please follow
these guidelines: Returns will be accepted within 14 days of invoice Items must be in like-new,
unused condition and undamaged Proof of purchase is required Credit will be issued to original
credit card used for purchase Items ineligible for return: The item was not purchased from Giant
Bicycle, Inc. The item was invoiced more than 14 days ago The item has been used The item is
not in new condition The item was marked "final sale" The item was damaged by improper use
or accident. Assembly Included By a professional mechanic. Assembly Included Bicycles
ordered online will be fulfilled fully assembled through Authorized Giant Retailer. Specs
Geometry Similar Products Reviews. Specs Sizes. Many brands strive to list the lowest possible
weight, but in reality weight can vary based on size, finish, hardware and accessories. All our
bikes are designed for best-in-class weight and ride quality. Similar Products. Other than the
updated version of the Rapid sedan that Skoda India will launch by the end of this month, the
company is also planning to bring in a thoroughly refurbished version of the sedan. The
comprehensively tweaked version of Rapid is expected to be introduced here by Until this
copiously revised Rapid sedan is launched in India, the upcoming Rapid facelift will act as a
buffer. Moreover, Skoda plans to intensify localisation of this facelift; several parts are expected
to be heavily localised in order to curb price. Production of the new-generation Rapid will be
carried out at the company's manufacturing facility located in Chakan in suburbs of Pune. The
Rapid will look completely different from the Volkswagen Vento and might come powered by a
new set of turbo petrol and diesel engines. The current Rapid shares striking resemblance with
Volkswagen Vento sedan, which is not serving either of the two very well and their sales have
dropped to quite a low. The Vento's sales declined drastically after the launch of Rapid, hence
Volkswagen officials hinted at barring cross badging between Volkswagen and Skoda in India
just a few days ago. That said, you ought to know that the cross-badging between the two
carmakers works well in other international markets. For the latest auto news and reviews ,
follow carandbike. View Photos. Skoda Octavia Sedan, Ex-showroom Price. EMI Starts. Skoda
Rapid Sedan, Skoda Kodiaq SUV, Skoda Karoq SUV, Skoda Superb Sedan, Subscribe to Our
Newsletter. Thank you for Subscribing to Us. Be the first one to comment. Thanks for the
comments. Select your City. New Delhi. It is available in 15 variants, 1 engine option and 2
transmission options : Manual and Automatic. Other key specifications of the include a Ground
Clearance of mm, Kerb Weight of kg and Bootspace of litres. The is available in 6 colours. The
mileage of ranges from Rapid []. Used Rapid. Show price in my city. Skoda has discontinued the
Rapid [] and the car is out of production. Skoda Rapid [] Versions: Rapid [] is available in 15
variants. Out of these 15 variants, 8 are Manual and 7 are Automatic. However, some of these
colours are available in specific versions. Read More. View More Versions. Ex-Showroom price.
Q: What is the price of Skoda Rapid []? Skoda has stopped the production of Skoda Rapid []. Q:
Which is Rapid [] Top Model? The top model of Skoda Rapid [] is 1. Q: Which car is better
between Rapid [] and Yaris? Compare the two models to identify the best car for you. Q: Is there
a new coming up Rapid []? Here are five things we can expect from the refreshed sedan when it
goes on sale in the Indian market. Dubbed Project Delight, It will come into effect from
September 1 and contains a comprehensive plan that includes sales, service as well as

dealerships. This mid-life update will include an uprated diesel engine as well as a host of
cosmetic changes both on the inside and outside. The sedan will come with an interesting set of
cosmetic and feature upgrades this time around. Here are five things you need to know about
the new Skoda Rapid. Real life experiences of skoda rapid. Buying experience: Buying this car
was satisfactory. Riding experience: Very smooth in driveing. And very comfortable. Details
about looks, performance etc: It has very good
honda accord 2006 headlight bulb replacement
three way light wiring diagram
2001 ford focus pcv valve location
sporty look both from outside and inside. Servicing and maintenance: It Riding experience is
precise and crisp , handling in corners , speed, braking etc as expected 3. My Rapid - Feels like
a symphony. Buying experiencing is Decent no much of overlapped chaos or noise while
purchasing the car. Talking about the Riding experience it stands best in its segment when it
comes to conform and safety. Pros: Elegant, Comfortable, drives like a piano When riding
experience is great as the car is well grounded and with great feedback from steering the
confident in all sort of driving modes. Great control on highway on high I love Skoda Rapid.
Hello Everyone, My name is Sai and I just bought the 1. I must say it is very pleasant to drive
and to sum up in 2 words "A surprise package". I have driven kms in 21 days and it is a power
machine. Write Review. View All Rapid [] User Reviews. View All Images Home Skoda Cars
Rapid []. Show price in my city Get Offers. Add to compare. Petrol cc. Diesel cc.

